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Docket: 50-267

b
E321982APublic Service Company of Colorado

ATTN: Mr. O. R. Lee, Vice President #/ g j t;.;c:n g i
'

Electric Production 9 d47a
P. O. Box 840 6
Denver, Colorado 80201 4 g

Gentlemen:

Subject: Draft Emergency Preparedness Appraisal Findings

This letter is to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated February 26,
1982, and the Attachment A response to our Emergency Preparedness Appraisal.
Presently say staff is reviewing your response and will determine the adequacy
of your response in future inspections.

Please note the enclosed draft Appraisal findings. These findings may change
in subject and number upon finalizing the report.

If you have any questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Orig Dal "~'collinaI

y T.

John T. Collins
Regional Administrator

Enclosuee:
As stated

cc: w/ encl. bcc to DMB: (IE35)D. W. Warembourg, Nuclear Production
Manager

Fort St. Vrain fluclear Station bcc distrib. to RIV:
P. O. Box 368 RESIDENT IllSPECTOR
Platteville, Colorado 80651
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Correct the RERP and EPIPs to reflect changes to tne licensee's--

#4 /. Q.organizational structure (267/82-01-01) --

-- Designate a single individual within the PSC organization who shall be y

given direct working level responsibility for, and authority over, all

aspects of the development and maintenance of the Emergency Preparedness

Program for both the corporate response and site response functions

(267/82-01-02))( k <m t.c).
J

Develop and implement explicit and specific functional responsibilities--

and authorities for all persons assigned duties for the various Emergency

Preparedness planning and coordination functions (267/82-01-03)) k Q g,g.
Develop and implement a program for training individuals, who--

are assigned Emergency Planning responsibilities, which will enable them

to attain and maintain a state-of-the-art knowledge in the field of

emergency prepareaness (267/82-01-04))(k L. r ),L).
r

-- Evaluate the adequacy of existing staff assigned responsibility for

emergency preparedness planning and coordination, and develop a means to

augment existing staff when necessary (267/82-01-05)) ( k h I.b);
-- Develop and implement methods to provide substantive input from plant

staff, down to the working level, to the development of emergency

preparedness plans and procedures (267/82-01-06) k k ( A J.4).

,
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Develop and implement specific selection and qualification criteria for--

individuals perf orming emergency preparedness development activities

(267/82-01-07)((L W l.c)),

-- Develop and implement quality assurance procecures to evaluate the

effectiveness of the emergency preparedness training (267/82-01-08){ k'A/,g]

Provide formal assignment of all indiviouais helc responsible to perform--

% WI,0
emergencyplanningouties(267/82-01-09)},and.

'

)

Augment existing General Employee Training (GET) to insure that all site--

personnel are adequately trained in the general provisions of the RERP,

their responsibilities during an emergency, and how to provide input to
(% W l. L.)correcting deficiencies they identify (267/82 '01-10),.

Unambiguously define the authorities, responsibilities and duties of all--

individuals assigned to the licensee's emergency organization
(% 5 m m13)(267/82-01-11);

,

Develop a program for training individuals wno are assigned emergency
--

action responsibilities which will enable them to attain and maintain a

state-of-the-art knowledge in the field of their assigned emergency action
( k v ----_ 3,

areas (267/82-01-12);

,
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Include a. list of approved licensee personnel (by name) in the EPIP, wno
--

have been selected and are qualified to perform activities within the

functional areas of the o6' site emergency organization to which they are
( L h l .3,)

assigned (267/82-01-13);
,

Develop and implement specific selection and qualification criteria for--

all individuals assigned to perform emergency actions and decision making
w W /s.3)

(267/82-01-14); M
,

Develop quality assurance procedures to evaluate tne effectiveness of the--

( A 5- h r.3)
emergencyactiontrainingforthevariousfunctionalareas(267/82-01-15};

Develop and implement an unambiguous description of the line of succession--

for the Emergency Coordinator position, including formal criteria to

govern the transfer of the position and the notification of emergency
(A S- A a.3)

workersofsuchatransfer(267/82-01-16[; '

--

Develop and implement a method of formal assignment of all personnel in

the emergency response organization down to the working level
(ALT- 2.3)

'

(267/82-01-17);
l

,

t

Develop and implement procedures to insure that all emergency response
--

functions as identified in Table B-1 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1, will be

performed in the Control Room until the other Emergency Lenters are manned
(% % . T 33

and operational (267/82-01-18[; )

Correct the RERP and EPIPs to properly reflect the true nature of tne FCP--

anc the TSC relationship and the authorities and responsibilities of their
I L W: 3

respective Directors (267/82-01-194;)
_ __



_

Sp;cifically identify in the EPIPs, those actions assignec te the--

Emergency Coordinator (ultimately the Corporate Emargency Director) whict
( % y 7- :2.1) n.~.,

~

may not be delegated to other emergency workers (267/82-01-20),,;

Develop and implement specific procedures to govern the use and--

coordination of all outside support organizations and contractors during
("~ 5 =4- J..))

emergencies (267/82-01-21),; and

Correct the RERP and EPIPs to unambiguously identify the autnorities,--

responsibilities, and limits of acti ns of the corporate, contractor,

private organiza ions, and local services support groups during
b ' * - 2 3)

emergencies (267 82-01-22),.

Establish and implement a formal radiological emergency response training--
)

program to provide specialized training and annual retraining for each of
lb A M.3)

the functional areas of the emergency organization (267/82-01-23);

|
1

f
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Provice ig the New Training Program; formal classroort instructions anc

--

practical demonstration crills; walkthrougn; formal lesson plans; and a

means of evaluating student performance objectives (i.e., written tests of

evaluation of performance in drills and walkthrougns). Lesson plans snali
( A s. r ., 3.3)

include student performance objectives (267/82-01-24);
,

Develop and implement a formal training program to farr.iliarize all site--

f% D 12 3)
employees with the changes in the RERP and EPIPs (267/82-01-25);

,

Revise the TPAM to include the new Section 4.6, to remove tne redundancy
--

between the sections, and to revise Forms G-8 and G-9 to reflect the
( h ( - JJ L3)

currenttraining(267/82-01-261;

Rectify the discrepancy between the tra.ining requirements of RERP, Figure
--

(15 - h 3 3)
8.1-1 and TPAM, Forms G-8 and G-9 (267/82-01-27);

Rectify the discrepancy between the training requirements of TPAM Section
--

l% W3.\)4.1.1.1 and Section 2.2 (267/82-01-28),;

Develop and imolement formal training requirements for the Off-Site--

Emergency Oroanization and specify that requirement in the RERP and EPIPs
5'53.3)

(267/82-01-29);
t

--

Develop and implement formal training lesson plans with clearly stated

student performance objectives for local support service groups
(:6. WM)

(267/82-01-30); '

'

--

Develop and implement formal selection criteria to be used in selecting
& W13|training instructors (267/82-01-31);

. - - _



Develop and icplcment a writtsn examination for the H alth Physics GET [./--

( L ' OSClass)(267/82-01-32),;)(8-hr.

Have a member of the Hteith Pnysics Department concuct an annual formal--

training program for St. Luke's Hospital Emergency response staff
( %.< S - ' : '1 9__

(267/82-01-33),;

-- Develop and implement a formal emergency training progra:a for Health
(k % 2 ~1 Q)

Physics and Radiochemistry Technicians (267/82-01-34[;

Develop and implement acceptance criteria to be used in evaluating junior--

( b W3 3)
HP technician proficiency (267/82-01-35); and

,

-- Establish a method for ensuring that new emplovees cannot enter a~

( w v. c . -(1.Q
Radiation zone prior to receiving Health Physics Training (267/82-01-36).

Provide a continuous monitor, with both visual and audible alarms, for( e W 4:fjk+-) 4.1.1]}--

detecting airborne radioactivity in the Control Room (267/82-01-37); a'd,

hen |73 e, ng

radiological, equipment and protective--

Provide dedicated emergency portable (b Wa.l.s.tj
clothing in the Control Room (267/82-01-38).
Provide radiological monitoring equipment in the TSC to detect and--

indicate, by both audible and visual alarm upon exceeding a preset limit,
(L W 4.I.I.1.)

both radioactiveity and direct radiation (267/82-01-39),;

-- Provide adequate resoiratory protection eguipment and protective clothing
( k c 7 = 4.I.I.1)

for all emergency personnel in the TSC (267/82-01-40); e M.
,

-- Deveiop and implement a specific listing of all emergency equipment anc

supplies necessary for the full activation and operation of the TSC

/ k i a r _. u .s.2.)
(267/82-01-41); and

,

Complete the full installation of HVAC system for the TSC including the--

necessary detectors and controls to initiate damper and full filter

(%. W c.s.t .1)
operation during emergencies (267/82-01-42),. ,



w r m n o W W $9
,

ana EPIF to reflGct the names, locations, and routes to the(k u 4.t.t.T
.

.

alternate PCC(s) (267/82-01-43);

.

.

Provide radiological instrumentation in the "on site" PCC(s) to detect anc
--

indicate, by audible and visual alarms upon exceeding j preset level,

botn airborne radiacactivity and direct radiation (267/82-01-44); andk 4 4.1.11)
,

Correct the RERP and EPIPs to specifically identify all " Emergency
--

N
c+=tinns"and"PCCs"(257/82-01-45}.4 4.1.1 1)

Demonstrate that a fixed monitor has a range of at least 5E+0 mci /cc of
--

mixed noble gases and that ambient radiation fields will not interfere

with this measurement (267-82-01-46).5. W v.t.a.E 3
.

.

Develop and implement a procedure for transferring appropriate secondary
--

or primary calibration sources from the FSV Radiochemistry Laboratory to
the Ft.

Collins Laboratory in the[ event that the FSV laboratory is notkh- 4.s.t.5:I)
functional during emergencies (267/82-01-47); and

Develop and implement procedures to transfer post accicent samples from
--

FSV to FCL, which meet all applicable state and DOT transportation
O*'< k

regulations (267/82-01-48).% 4 t.l. [Q
,

Develop and implement procedures, in the EPIPs, that will specify the--

locations of emergency stations, assembly and reassembly areas for all
( %. 'M s t.1.s)

on-site personnel (267/82-01-49),;
-- Develop and implement procedures that provide for relocation of onsite

assembly areas te off-site assembly areas in the event of a site evacuation
( h A 4.1.t..)

(267/82-01-50),;

j Provide radiological monitoring devices that will indicate at each--

|

emergency station or assembly area, the radiological conditions for the
|

; emergency or station or assembly area, e.g., radioactive air monitors and

gamma monitor which will give both visual and audible alarm upon exceeding
( 5-< C n 4.s.t.,j)

;

,

apresetlevel(267/82-01-51};and
i
1

L
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Provide respiratory prstecticn and anti-contamination clothing for all--

.

persons r.emaining on-site after the declaration of an emergency
L'' - u. I . 2 .l}

(267-82-01-52),.

Provide direct, immediate and unobstructed access to the first-aid--

fN*^ 4. t. t. t)facility (267/82-01-53);
,

Develop and implement procedures that insure that decicated first-aid--

/k A 't.i.t.tj
equipment is controlled by a documented inventory program (267/82-01-54),;

Provide and maintain up-to-date FSV Medical Emergency Procedures in the' --

| L L7_-- _ S . l. L 't.)
first-aid facility (267/82-01-55); and

Incorporate the provisions of the FSV Medical Emergency Plan into the FSV--

[ k S ' u.s.t.g__

RERP and EPIPS (267/82-01-51),
4

Develop and implement specific procedures, for use at all assembly areas,--

which govern the radiological monitoring and decontamination of large
( L k 7- z_4.la.V

groups of personnel during a station emergency (267/82-01-57);

-- Upgrade personnel monitoring procedures and station training to assure

that all station personnel are aware of the limitations of personnel

monitoring equipment, and the proper procedures to be used to self-monitor
( h 5 - A 4.1.LO

themselves (267/82-01-58),;

.

Include provisions for control of radioactive wastes during
| (%5%A 4 I. 2..?)

--
i

decontamination of personnel at all assembly areas (267/82-01-59); and
! ,

Provide cofferdams and shower curtains at the two entries into the--

personnel shower to prevent the unnecessary spread of contamination to
f.'[a.m.5 = " s U.D.L.})(

|
the adjacent area during use (267/82-01-60)_.

-- Incorporate the "RERP" Public Information Manual (PIM) into the EPIPs anc

docket the PIM as a part of your RERP and EPIP submittals to the NRC
(b b' = 4.J.c)-_

(267/B2-01-61). ,
_

1

s



R; vise cnd consolidate statien prsceduras so that there is a concise' --

n2nginaric listing of all d:dicat;d cmerg;:ncy cquipment end supplicrs and

the quantity necessary to support all areas of endeavor during the highest
\ % 5 ='r% 4.2..i.I) kclassification of emergency event (267/82-01-62); .

Develop and implement inventory procedures and emergency use procedures--

provide for operationally checking of instruments prior to use
[b R^ 9.t.) 9
(267/82-01-63); anc

Provide and inplement instructions for the proper storage and maintenance--

(w % r,4.t.t.I)
of charcoal and silver zeolite filters (267/82-01-64).

I

Install a higher range radiation monitor on the Reactor refueling floor--

bbh 4. 2. I,2.)
(267/82-01-65).

Establish the level of uncertainty associated with the use of metero---

logical information from the proposed primary system in the dose pro-

jection process and provide direction such that recommended protective
(A<3m 4.1. uj

action are adequate (267/82-01-66); e

Identify within the RERP and EPIPs how to gain access to alternate data--

sources, how to use (e.g., adjust) available information, and how documen-

tation of data sources (other than primary system) will be achieved
w s.2. |.9

(g-(267/82-01-67); )

Facilitate the transport and diff(usion input to the dose projection--

A No v.2.12)
process for manual assessment methods (267/82-01-68);

Formalize the meterological measurements preventative and corrective--

maintenance program and data qualification program to provide reasonable

assurance that meterol [s cal data will be available for use during ai| ms. z.. i. 3 )
radiological emergency (267/82-01-59); and

| -- Formalize the procedure to inform the Control Room staff of impendingyc..r e. :.. I ,1)
| severe weather conditions that may impact the site area (267/82-01-70).

.

.



Bas d on the, findings in the cbove arsa, improvements in the following areas jg b

shou'id be consid; red in ord2r to achieve an ad:quate program:

Provide chdicated respiratory eouipment for all persons that will remain--

L. h/ '+. L. 7. .l)
onsite during an emergency (267/82-01-71); and

Develop and implement procedures to insure acequate supplies of clean--

breathing air (spare bottles) during radiplogical emergencies when the
4.1.1.f)o .- ( m

normal refilling equipment may, be unu;;ab'e (267/82-01-72).
su.; 1 c ale

Develop and implement procedures describing the type, number, equipment,--

state of readiness, location of keys and availability of vehicles for
(% W H.2.Q

emergency response (267/82-01-73); and

-- Provide instructions in the RERP and EPIPs that epsure the necessary
( w m 4. z . c.)

vehicles are made available at the PCC during an emergency (267/82-01-74). a

-- Develop a method for referencing the section in the EPIPs that pertains to

the E0Ps being used and ensure that the method is workable through R0
(b h f. 0

training ano drills (257/82-01-75);

Retitle the RERPs (Station, Plant and State) so es to clarify which--

(u <Ar. t)
document is being referenced (267/82-01-76);

Develop a method of flaging an E0P to iqdicate early in the procedure that--

1 k S- 7 ~ C.D
it may include a reference to the EPIPs (267/82-01-77);

Review the E0Ps and include references to potential unusual event items,--

including EALs and actions items and identify the specific EPIP sections,

(s.s s e _ _ r.g
to which the operator must hs((267/82-01-78);

N

,

.

D
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_

Revi n EALs and inclum guidance en how to d:ttrmine when the EAL has b:In--

b4 '- % r. O
r ach2d (267/82-01-79);

".

Revise the current procpdure process to clarify or remove the discrepancy--

(ow. 9 7 m i: .
between the APM and ADM (267/82-01- %)9; and

Clarify the purpose of the FSV procedure classification system to remove--

the cor) fusion of policy procedures having a higher classification than the
fSu. O -- T.1)

RERP (267/82-01-81).

Assure that the Emergency Procedures are expanoed to incluoe the initiating--

conditions and EALs in NUREG-0654, Revision 1, App (endix 1 and lead,theh 9 m , r.25

station operators into the appropriate section of the FSV EPIP (267/82-01-82).

Correct the EPIPs to ensure that all appropriate and applicable emergency--

aptions are defined, and properly referenced in the FSV E0Ps and the EPIPs
%G % C 3)

(267/82-01-83); and
/

Correct the EPIPs to include reference to all supporting procedures 'jk,,
'--

(h W9.3)
necessary to perform the required tasks (267/82-01-84). ,

,

Delegate sole authority for all protective actions and notifications to--

Provide for an on-site Emergency Director
theon-[siteEmergencyDirector.% S T _ C. t,L. L)
at all times (267/82-01-85);

I

\ s to improve the timeliness of offsite notifications
.

Revise the EPlo--

Cg
(he: s s.2) bn

.
-

e- ,

(267/82-01-86);

Revisetheguidanceforprotectiveactionsto(includeplantsystempara-hc4 LY.t)--

| meters and off-site monitoring in the oecision basis. (267/82-01-874:-);
i

l

and

Provide for use of isotopic release data in dose assessment procedures.--

(% " 7- 5'.c. z)
| (267/82-01-88)

'

t



D2VelCp and icplement procGdures which idantifics sp2cific survey instru---

~

ments Cnd oth2r cquipment to ussd, dscumentation, and communicction of

results that provide detailed instructions for the performance of radio-
g-

_

logical surveys within the EAS and the offsite area (until, relieved by CSU
( b W 5.u.2..Q

or CDH teams during an emergency (262/82-01-89);

Develop and implement specific procedures in the EPIPs to govern the--

performance of off site field radiological surveys (including the identi-

fication of specific equipment and supplies needed) by PSC off-site teams

e N ; c. i a ll y (A % 7m-f 4. :.,1)
[

*until they are, relieved by the state teams (267/82-01-90); and , ,

~

Correct the RERP and EPIPs and provide the capability to perform offsite--

radiological surveys by PSC teams throughout the entire 5 mile EPZ until

that responsibility is assumed by the State and the PSC teams are relieved
(L G T ~ f.4.1 0

by the state teams (267/82-01-91).

Develop and implement procedures for on-site and inplant radiological--

(% 5m h r. 4. 2. 2.)
surveys during emergency events (267/82-01-92); and

Ensure that on-site and inplant radiological survey procedures address the--

f ollowing: Specific emergency radiological equipment to be used, labeling

of samples, and analysis procedures to be used and who to report the
(%. W c.4. s..z )

results to (267/82-01-93).

Develop and implement procedures that ensure on-site and off-site environ---

mental surveys will be performed on all impacted lands until appropriate

Stateorcontractedagenciescanaug(mentthelicensee'ss)taffandtakex s -a _. c.9.1.r

responsibility for that emergency function (267/82-01-94).
...__._ _ _

,

Develop and implement a procedure that provides guidance on the administration--

of radiation protection for survey and emergency work teams, that includes

specific dosimetry requirements (whole body and extremity), methods to

insure assigned stay' times are not exceeded, locations of temporarj

shielding, personnel responsibilies, and methods f o$' performing assessments
(b h r.u.3.ij

aaEwusammauerotective measures needed (267/82-01-95);



-

Incorporate station pr:c2dures specificd for cmergency use into the EPIPs--

(*--67/82-01-96) ;
-- _7<

s . +. 3 .3)%

(2
.

Develop and implement emergency exposure work sheets that provide for--

signature concurrence on all personnel exposures that may exceed 10 CFR 20
(w % ~Tn c. 4.3 .1.)

exposure limits (267/82-01-97); c%

be 4 ots q
5tay time aetermination calculations (whole body and extrimi.y), method of'-

f ( A % s f.9 3.3)
enforcement and acknowledgement should be included; *

\__ Oc.clep ne ., tix . i misded (267/82-01-98).. . . .

Correct the EPIPs to include the criteria used to determine the need to--

(s 5 4 = r.v.2.2)
initiate the evacuation of owner-controlled areas (267/82-01-99),; M

Develop and implement procedures to insure positive control of all personsik 5 2 7. s.4.\.1.)--

in the owner-controlled areas during evacuation (267/82-01-1001; kn(

Develop and implement procedures to insure evacuation of all non-essential--

personnel from owner-controlled areas including the visitors center and to

verify within 30 minutes of the initiation of the evacuation that all

persons (in the visitors center have been removed from the owner-controlledb % # ~ C.4.1.2)
areas (267/82-01-1011;

. 5,/
Provide clear and conspicuous markings for primary and secondary evacuation--

( h M , .T. & 3.:).
routes both within the plant and outside the plant (267/82-01-1021;

CorrecttheRERPanditsEP(IPstospecificallyidentifythelocationof--

h 5 n - 3 . c t.1)
all assembly / reassembly areas (267/82-01-103); and

Provide method and equipment to determine radiological conditions and--

~ habitability of all assembly / reassembly areas within the 5 miles EPZ
(h'c- s. 4.s. :.)

(267/82-01-104).



|
' D volcp and implement a specific single procedure to g:vern all asp; cts of--

,

initial pers:nnel acccuntcbility for all parsons in the own:r-contro11cd
( a r- r. u.s .-
area (267/82-01-1051; 9

Correct the RERP and EPIPs to properly reference the personnel account---

(% m T.d .33)e

ability procedure (267/82-01-106),; imd

Correct the RERP and EPIPs to remove descripiency (Emergency Coordinator--

( ~~ p r , C.U .1 1)
or Shift Supervisor) between the two documents (267/82-01-107),;

Develop and implement specific procedures to govern the establishment and--

(% 9 % r. d.3 1)
operations of a search and rescue team (267/82-01-1081;'aT+.

Develop and implement specific procedures to govern the actions necessary--

to ensure continued personr)el accountability after the initial personnel
( L e r ~ r.c 2.yj

accountability is completed (267/82-01-109); and

Specifically identify in the RERP and EPIPs the persons by name and title--

who are individually responsible to take personnel accountability at each
(w n n. 5~ 4.3.3)

Emergency Station (267/82-01-110).
-Q

minimum detectable activity of instrumentation, and results of any decontamina-

(hf ' - f. v.3. q)
tion (267/82-01-111). .

... -

Correct the EPIPs to properly reference the appropriate security procedures--

r.u.V)(,- t r-

tobeimplementedduringradiologicalemergencies(267/82-01-112{;

Provide adequate radiological protective equipment and supplies at the CAS--

and SAS for all security personnel expected to remain at stations or
( _5 u h r.d.4)

on-site ouring radiological emergencies. (267/82-01-113),; and

Provide permanent radiological monito.-ing equipmerg. to determine--

(L L:%5.94)
habitability of CA5 and SAS during radiological emergencies (267/82-01-1141

.

Develop and implement a specific procedures which govern the formation,--

direction,andcon{o ofemerge repair and corrective action teams
r

during an emergency. (267/82-01-1151

Develop and imple' ment}cific and detailed procepures to govern the--

\ L % % J.v.s)
functional operation 1the Recovery Drganization T267/82-01-116),;

.I



Expand both the depth and serpe of the R;covary Operations Planning in the
--

( C u < _ W _ S.4. L)
RERP(267/82-01-117J;

.

.

Correct the RERP and EPIPs to reflect that the authority and responsibility
--

for activation of the Recovery Organization rests with the licensee's

Corporate Emergency Director who is the Emergency Coordinator when sucr a(*~ e- 7- r. e. t.)
decision would be made (267/82-01-118);

Develop and implement specific criteria to be used to determine when after
--

an accident re-entry of the facility would appropriate or when operation
( % 9 - % f. v.c.)

of the plant could resume (267/82-01-119);

Develop and implement precedures, W W CY L)during recovery operations, to periodically
--

,

estimate total population exposure (267/82-01-120); and

Develop and implement methods to inform members of the various response
--

organizations of the initiation of the Recovery Organization or of any

pther changes in the licensee response organizational structure or functions(A9 -' _ _ s. v y
(267/82-01-121).

Add NRC Public Affairs representatives to the list of authorized representatives--

(*~listedinSectionSEOC,2.0Implementationpaagraph2.1.2oftheFSVRERP'" =-
s~. u .9.)

_

(267/82-01-122).

,

%



' '--

Develcp and implement proccdures that vill insure all radiation,

contamin-) tion control and ar:a monitors are periodically checked to verify

response to a predetermined value of a known source strength and include

( k % : % . s.C. I)what corrective actions to be taken when discrepencies are encountered
(267/82-01-123),; and

Provide instructions in Emergency equipment inventory instructions that
--

provide for operationally response checking of radiological survey

(squipment between quarterly inventories and prior to energeacy use
e

-
- - m c.s: y

(267/82-01-124)

Develop and implement a, formal procedure that describes, in detail, the
--

(:c- 9 1 _.53.2.)Drills and Exercise program. (267/82-01-125).

Develop and implement a procedure to ensure a thorough annual review and--

(5- M h Cf.3)
documentation of the review of the RERP and EPIPs (267/82-01-126),; and

C.
Remove the reference to the (orporate Emergency Planning personnel--

( A m r_ _r.s.27
(26782-01-127).

Develo
QM %p_and implement a procedure for the routine audit of the RERP and

--

_ _ S. V.s)
<

-

EPIP (267/82-01-128).

Evaluate the usability of existing documents and instruments, which would--

(s;.be used during an emergency, for human f actors engineering currections%r S. t.)
(267/82-01-129),;

i
Correct EPIPs to provig a sing (le individual to be responsible for

--

'

L.'A S. L)
actions on any single of the procedure (267/82-01-130),; and

Correct EPIPs to prov- cequate checklists to ensurf all steps are
--

W S- % . S. r,,
properly sequenced fashion (267/82-01-131).)performed in a timel

Provide actual telephone numbers and instruction for calling offsite
--

~

( w r. v. - 4./) j

assistance (267/82-01-132).
.

_ __

_ _



_ .. _ _ _ _

.

Devalcp a transicnt public information program as soon as possible now-
--

i

that the decision to install an early warning system has been made

{ (L *-
_%_ t.. a.)

267/82-01-133) and;

Review the current arrangements for public inquiry, staffing requirements,--

telephone capabilities, and consider training requirements for PIC
(At r c, . y

| personnel (267/82-01-134).

;

>

.

i
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